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The study of behavior has an interesting history,

born of conflict between continents and perspectives

and generating separate lineages. Even today these

lineages ignore one another, yet occasionally intellec-

tually ‘‘raid’’ the other for ideas that, while popular,

yield dubious hybrids. The well-known foray of psy-

chologists into evolutionary biology for explanations

of human behavior has yielded a curious product of

doubtful legitimacy. Another offensive is at hand.

Over the past decade there has emerged like a

virus within behavioral ecology the cooption of the

term ‘‘personality’’ as a new field of study in animal

behavior.

‘‘Personality’’, a term traditionally reserved for

humans to denote individuality and/or the experi-

ences that lead to the development of a person has,

until now not been applied to nonhuman animals. In

the increasing anthropomorphic spirit evident

among younger behavioral biologists (Kennedy

1992), ‘‘animal personality’’ has become defined as

the phenotypic characteristics peculiar to individual

animals. A prime example of selective scholarship to

bolster a spurious scientific agenda is evident when

the editors state that individual ‘‘differences were

rarely viewed as an extension of biological meaning-

ful variation’’ (p. 2). Surely the contributors to this

volume know that the idea of individual variation as

the basis of evolution existed before Charles Darwin!

If the intent of this volume is to promote credibility

in order to secure funds to pursue research, then the

editors and most of the authors should be honest

and straightforward. Nothing attracts curiosity of

the uneducated, and disdain by scholars, as such

pandering.

Although most of the articles in this volume are

by behavioral ecologists, Gosling and Mehta, both

psychologists by training, briefly touch on the

historical issue before summarily dismissing it.

They argue that ‘‘individual differences in adult

animal behavior are a function of both biological

tendencies and experience,’’ with which I agree. To

follow this reasoning by stating that since such ele-

ments also apply to humans, therefore human termi-

nology can apply to animals, is illogical. Without

going into too much historical detail, as it would

be invidious and take from the authors’ contribu-

tions, it is sufficient to forewarn the purveyors of

this ‘‘new’’ field to heed the lessons of some of the

early psychologists. First and foremost, from

C. Lloyd Morgan (1903), the preeminent British psy-

chologist, there is Morgan’s Canon ‘‘In no case is an

animal activity to be interpreted in terms of higher

psychological processes if it can be fairly interpreted

in terms of processes which stand lower in the scale

of psychological evolution and development.’’(p. 59).

This restatement of the principle associated with

William of Ockham (14th century) that assumptions

introduced to explain a thing must not be multiplied

beyond necessity continues to apply. Other early psy-

chologists such as William James and James Baldwin

also cautioned strongly against anthropomorphic in-

terpretations. Perhaps a new and unfortunate trend

is believed necessary since the type of experiments

required for understanding the proximate mecha-

nisms of behavioral development as illuminated by

psychobiologists are simply not possible on species

living in nature, but the leap of faith that analogy

will tell us anything about the mechanisms is un-

likely to bring us any closer to a better understand-

ing of animal behavior.

Classical ethologists were concerned with the evo-

lution and ecological significance of behaviors that

characterized species, particularly focusing on how

species differed in mating and aggression, and devel-

oping to concepts such as species-specific behaviors

and fixed action patterns. At the same time, compar-

ative psychologists were more interested in the de-

velopment of such behaviors and their underlying

causes. Niko Tinbergen attempted a rapprochement

in his classic 1963 article and subsequently both sides

softened. In this context, the work of George Barlow
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emphasizing species-typical behaviors and modal

action patterns marked an important advance in

the study of individuals versus species. The work of

Eckhard Hess and Jack Hailman on how such behav-

iors might develop from rudimentary elements was

another important step. The shift they marked was

from an emphasis on mean differences between indi-

viduals to mean differences of components of behav-

ior within individuals. None of this work is

mentioned in this volume, presenting instead the

idea that the study of individuals is a ‘‘new’’ field.

Nor is the idea that clustering behaviors into suites,

resulting in terms such as bold, shy, dominant, sub-

ordinate, inquisitive, etc., novel or particularly

illuminating.

The volume is divided into four sections. The first

section (Personalities across Animal Taxa) details

studies of invertebrates, sticklebacks, birds, and pri-

mates. The first chapter by Mather and Logue dodges

the central complaint by this reviewer by sidestep-

ping with the caveat that they use personality as a

term ‘‘as defined in the introduction.’’ However, put

simply, suggesting that insects have personalities

diminishes the concept to the extreme. The authors

provide a useful compendium of studies of individ-

ual differences found with various taxa. The second

chapter by Bell, Foster, and Wund is an excellent

summary of work on consistent individual differ-

ences among sticklebacks according to their respec-

tive ecologies, but their initial statements that

individual differences present a conundrum to evo-

lutionary biologists and psychobiologists reveals how

little they appreciate work of the previous century.

The chapter by van Oers and Naguib on avian spe-

cies does contain a refreshing and thoughtful histor-

ical section, but ornithology has always had its legion

of anthropomorphizing birders and twitchers. While

not all birders/twitchers are ornithologists, I have

never met an ornithologist who was not also a

birder/twitcher. Weis and Adams present a chapter

on primates that is remarkable more for what it

leaves out in terms of behavioral ecology than what

it says.

The second section (Genetics, Ecology and

Evolution of Animal Personalities) is more of the

same with a single exception. Sih retains his insis-

tence that individual variation is best described as

syndromes. Although suites of behavior is the tradi-

tional term, and syndromes is also borrowed from

medicine, this term captures better than ‘‘personal-

ity’’ that fact that individuals tend to group in be-

havioral types as a consequence of ecological,

developmental, and social constraints. Sih, who has

been prominent in bringing the issue of behavioral

differences into behavioral ecology, thankfully spares

the reader in his chapter, opting instead to empha-

size the phenomenon of behavioral consequences

both within and between species. He stumbles a

few times, but immediately corrects himself by de-

claring his intent is behavioral types. The only other

use of personality is a short paragraph on research

on mate choice in humans.

The third section (Development of Personalities

and their Underlying Mechanisms) has a notable

outlier. Curly and Branaki prefer stable individual

differences to characterize the phenomenon of inter-

est and present their facts and predictions in a mean-

ingful and thoughtful manner as it relates to the

central problem, namely how genes, environment,

and epigenetic mechanisms interact to sculpt the

adult individual. Particularly interesting is how expe-

riences during sensitive periods of development can

alter behavioral and brain phenotypes. Recent re-

search (Freund et al. 2013) shows how individual

differences among inbred mice become more pro-

nounced over time in enriched environments.

Given that genotype and environment remain con-

stant throughout life in this system, this suggests that

individuality is a cumulative process without end.

The final section (Implications of Personality

Research for Conservation Biology, Animal Welfare,

and Human Health) catapults ‘‘animal personality’’

into broader questions of conservation, aquaculture,

and translational applications of rodent research into

human health issues. Again, there is a standout chap-

ter (Huntingford, Mesquita, and Kadri) that basically

advances the old observations of Marian and Keller

Breland of the importance of species differences in

predispositions to learn as important considerations

for the aquaculture industry.

Let me end by returning to the larger issue and

indicating that this new anthropomorphism is un-

necessary and should be viewed with skepticism.

‘‘Evolutionary Psychology’’ has become entrenched

in psychology, but thankfully not in biology.

‘‘Personality’’ may have the same trajectory, but

hopefully biologists will be immune to such infec-

tion. This only leaves what can be said positive

about the book? It is admirable that most of the

authors cite the recent literature (most references

are from 1995 to the present), but most of the chap-

ters are without benefit of historical context. By ig-

noring this history the authors are building an

edifice without a foundation.
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